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From: Courtney Taylor
To: Alexander, Jacquelyne
Subject: I am raising my hand
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 1:43:31 PM


Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa
Barbara. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and
know the content is safe.


Jacquelyne:


I've been raising my hand on Zoom for comment, but no one sees it and the vote just occurred
without any input from the appellant.


I have a procedural objection I would like to raise for record. This stems from the revisions
made to the project description without appellant’s input. With the County staff’s meeting
with the applicant during the pendency of this hearing, excluding the appellant and revising
the Project Description and negotiating the terms of this Project’s approval, appellant has been
denied a fair hearing. 


While the applicant claims this is a scrivener’s error, that is nonsense. The Applicant’s project
documents clearly seek a right to four harvests with enumerated months for each, a project
attribute with substantial practical significance for odor production. This also specified
particular periods when terpene emissions would be at their highest. A part of the conflict with
surrounding agriculture concerns the timing of harvests, which appellant relied on in framing
its appeal. That condition has been eliminated, without consultation with appellant, when the
applicant’s duplicity - telling board members one thing while seeking an entitlement for
something more - was disclosed.


The manner that this hearing was conducted has deprived appellants of a fair hearing. I would
like this in the record in addition to the numerous other legal and procedural defects that
appellants have previously raised in these proceedings.


Thank you for allowing me to address this for the record.


Courtney


Courtney E. Taylor
6465 Nursery Way, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
p: 805.316.1278 | c: 805.234.2706 | w: courtneyetaylor.com
Legal Counsel to the Alcohol Beverage Industry
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